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Abstract 

 DFIC7492003 is a 100 kb genomic region of the fourth (dot) chromosome in Drosophila 

ficusphila. Finishing and annotating the dot chromosome in D. ficusphila will allow the 

sequenced genome to be compared with D. melanogaster, which may reveal shared regulatory 

motifs. The original assembly contained a gap, 280 high quality discrepancies (HQDs), 16 low 

consensus quality regions, and four regions with low depth of coverage (LDC) that required 

change. PCR primers were ordered for sequencing to resolve the gap. HQDs and LDCs were 

inspected for mononucleotide runs (MNRs). Most of these regions were resolved by inspecting 

the reads and making corrections as needed, leaving only one region with low consensus quality 

that could not be resolved. This genomic region is not ready for annotation due to the unresolved 

gap. 

Introduction 

 Eukaryotic DNA can be broadly classified into two forms: heterochromatin and 

euchromatin. While heterochromatin is densely packed and is associated with gene silencing, 

euchromatin is loosely packed and is associated with active transcription since the DNA is more 

accessible for RNA polymerase and transcription factors. In Drosophila, the 1.3 Mb distal arm of 

the dot chromosome has approximately 80 genes, a normal gene density. However, frequency of 

repetitious sequences in the dot chromosome is higher by threefold when compared to 

euchromatic chromosomal regions. Consequently, the dot chromosome genes are associated with 
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H3K9me2/3 and HP1 silencing markers—indicating heterochromatin. Surprisingly, the genes are 

still expressed. 

 The sequence of the dot chromosome of D. ficusphila is currently being finished. Once 

accomplished, the dot chromosome can be annotated and compared with D. melanogaster and 

other Drosophila species. D. ficusphila is being studied due to the time that has passed since it 

has diverged by the common ancestor it shares with D. melanogaster. The time has been long 

enough for differences between the genomes to develop, but short enough for conserved motifs 

to be identified and analyzed. In turn, gene regulation and chromatin packaging may be better 

understood. 

Initial Assembly 

 The initially assembly of DFIC7492003 showed a region of approximately 100 kb as a 

single contig (Figure 1). This contig contained 16 low consensus quality regions, 280 HQDs, and 

one gap approximately 20 bp long. There were also a small number of reads with repetitious 

sequences, indicated by orange and black lines. Red lines indicate forward/reverse pairs that are 

incorrectly spaced (inconsistent) because the reads are too far apart or reads pointing in 

inappropriate directions. The red line connecting the regions around 48 kb and 95 kb maps to two 

Figure 1: Original assembly view of DFIC7492003. Red lines indicate incorrect spacing 
between forward/reverse pairs. Repetitious sequences are indicated by orange and black lines; 
orange indicates the same strand of DNA, red indicates the compliment.
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regions where a repeat sequence has been identified, indicating two copies of a very similar 

sequence, most likely due to past insertion of transposable elements. 

Mononucleotide Runs 

 One of the primary goals for finishing DFIC7492003 was to resolve problems in regions 

with mononucleotide runs (MNRs). Of the two sequencing technology used, 454 pyrosequencing 

is prone to making errors in MNRs due to the chemistry used. Only one of the four DNA 

nucleotides is available during any given period for incorporation into the growing polymer. The 

length of an MNR is determined by the detected intensity of the light emitted corresponding to 

incorporation of each base. However, the lengths of MNRs more than five bp long are not easily 

distinguished, which often results in errors. Meanwhile, Illumina sequencing only allows one 

base to be added to a strand at a time; although this results in shorter reads, MNR length is more 

accurate. MNR length in the consensus sequence may be incorrectly determined due to errors in 

454 pyrosequencing. Manual inspection of Illumina reads at problem regions can be used to 

resolve errors in the size of MNRs. The process of resolving these problems is described in the 

following two sections. 

High Quality Discrepancies 

 Consed was used to identify high quality discrepancies (HQDs), defined as a region with 

at least three discrepant reads with Phred quality greater than or equal to 30. The only HQDs 

inspected for potential resolution were those at or near MNRs. An important step in identifying 

HQDs was removing a fake read which spanned the entire contig. This read originates from the 

original consensus of the entire dot chromosome, which was broken into smaller contigs, 
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including DFIC7492003. Since the read is only derived from sequence data and is not the result 

of sequencing itself, it was removed. 

 Of the 280 HQDs in the initial assembly, only 36 proved to be MNRs that needed to be 

changed (see Table 2). Only monoA and monoT runs were corrected, which is expected because 

the dot chromosome is AT-rich and has a relatively low melting temperature. The HQDs 

corresponding to MNRs were evenly distributed across the contig—19 were in the first half and 

17 were in the second half. A typical HQD region with an MNR that needed correcting is shown 

in Figure 2. From bases 967-972, the consensus sequence had a run of six T’s due to the 454 

pyrosequencing reads, identified by names starting with a “G.” The MNR is flanked by pads (*) 

that are not a part of the sequence, but rather placeholders used in creating the alignment. All 454 

pyrosequencing reads are low quality for the MNR, indicated by a lowercase t and grey 

backgrounds. Illumina reads, named with the prefix “USI,” are all high quality reads with seven 

T’s. The high quality is indicated by the capitalized T and white or light grey background. Since 

all Illumina reads were in agreement, the pad after base 966 was changed to a T. 

 Some regions contained Illumina reads that were all in agreement but the reads were not 

all aligned together. An example is a HQD monoA run at bases 1881-1885 (Figure 3) that had a 

pad on both sides. Two subgroups of Illumina reads existed: reads with a pad before a six bp 

monoA run and reads with a pad after a six bp run. Besides one outlier, all Illumina reads support 

a six bp MNR, so the five bp consensus MNR was changed to contain six A’s. The A replaced the 

pad before the monoA run since this decision visually agreed with more Illumina reads and 

creates a higher quality consensus in Consed, although this decision is ultimately arbitrary, since 

pads are placeholders. 
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Figure 2: Correcting a HQD MNR. The consensus monoT run from bases 967-972 is 
preceded by a pad (highlighted in red). All 454 pyrosequencing reads contain a low quality pad, 
but Illumina reads contain a seventh T. The pad was replaced with a T.

Figure 3: Correcting a misaligned HQD MNR. Some Illumina reads have a pad precede the 
MNR from 1881-1885 (orange) while other Illumina reads have the pad after the MNR 
(yellow). All Illumina reads have six A’s, unlike the five bp monoA run in the consensus.
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 A small number of HQD MNRs were long and required careful inspection of each 

individual Illumina read, such as the MNR in Figure 4, which had a twelve bp MNR from bases 

17,900 to 17,912. The final two A’s were originally two pads and initially appeared correct 

because all but one Illumina reads ended in two pads. However, close inspection directly 

upstream of the monoA run reveals many discrepancies. For each Illumina read, an upstream 

Figure 4: Manual alignment of Illumina reads to determine MNR length. The monoA run 
from bases 17,900-11 appears to be ten bp but is actually twelve bp. Green arrows indicate the 
CAAAT upstream anchor and red arrows indicate the T downstream anchor. Once anchored, 
the monoA run was determined to be twelve bp. The read highlighted in Magenta has an MNR 
that is already twelve bp long.
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anchor of CAAAT and a downstream anchor of a single T were used to determine the start and 

end of the monoA run. Once anchored, the length of the monoA run in each Illumina read could 

be determined quickly. All Illumina reads had twelve A’s regardless of where pads were placed, 

so the consensus was updated accordingly. 

 The region between bases 38,620-38,660 had multiple HQDs  and many long, 

consecutive MNRs, which made this area difficult to realign by manual inspection (Figure 5). 

The consensus sequence was a monoT run, a monoA run, a G, a monoA run, and finally another 

monoT run. The T at base 38,634 and the A at base 38,635 were both HQDs at ends of MNRs. 

Furthermore, the Illumina reads highlighted in magenta were discrepant with the consensus at 

base 38,634 but agreed with the consensus at base 38,635; the converse was true for the 

remaining Illumina reads. These observations suggested misalignment and the possibility of the 

MNRs being too long. A “consensus” read was removed and two contigs were created by 

separating Illumina reads from 454 pyrosequencing reads in that region. Illumina reads were torn 

apart where they diverged, creating one contig for each subset of the reads. Using the “search for 

string” tool to identify the overlap between the end of one Illumina contig and the beginning of 

the other Illumina contig, the two contigs were compared to determine if they were in alignment. 

The realigned contigs agreed, so the Illumina contigs were merged back together (Figure 6). 

Figure 7 shows the Assembly View with contig 280006, containing Illumina reads, and contig 

280001, the 454 pyrosequencing contig. The orange line between the two contigs showed that 

the 454 pyrosequencing reads fit within the larger contig and remained within alignment, 

verifying the new consensus sequence and allowing the two contigs to be merged back together. 

The MNRs were subsequently in agreement and did not contain HQDs. A similar procedure was 
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Figure 5: Illumina reads misaligned in two subsets. (A) At base 38,634 magenta Illumina 
reads disagree with the consensus and other Illumina reads agree with consensus. (B) At base 
38,635, magenta reads agree with consensus and remaining Illumina reads disagree.

(A)

(B)
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used to correct a sequence of MNRs occurring between bases 76,330-76,420. 

Low Depth of Coverage 

 Once HQDs were resolved, Consed was used to identify regions with low depth of 

coverage (LDC), defined to be regions with less than 40 reads. Only MNRs within LDC regions 

were inspected. The consensus was considered correct if at least two reads had a Phred quality of 

at least 20. Illumina reads also had to be inspected to determine MNR length before making a 

final decision on the correct consensus. Only one region with LDC requires additional 

Figure 7: Assembly View of regions 38,620-38,660 after realigning Illumina reads, before 
reinserting 454 pyrosequencing reads. Contig 280001 (bottom left) contains 454 
pyrosequencing reads mapped to the region of interest. Contig 280006 is the entire 100 kb 
region, including the realigned Illumina reads. No repeats, mismapping, or other discrepancies 
exist within the larger contig. Orange lines connecting the two contigs confirm mapping of the 
454 pyrosequencing reads to the repeat in the 38.6 kb region.

Figure 6: Aligning two contigs of Illumina reads. After the Illumina reads near base 38,635 
were torn into two contigs, they were investigated for realignment. The two contigs agree in the 
region of overlap, so they were joined together.
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sequencing, the region of the gap which will be discussed in a later section. Of the remaining 

LDC regions, three required adding bases to the consensus to correct MNR length. An example 

of one of these corrections is shown in Figure 8. The monoT run from bases 44,305-44,309 was 

within an LDC. Since the majority of Illumina reads were high quality, the LDC was corrected 

from seven to nine T’s. 

 Some LDC MNRs had low coverage Illumina read coverage, but the length was 

confirmed by investigating regions directly flanking the MNR; the monoT run spanning between 

bases 21,879-21,908 serves as an example (Figure 9). No single Illumina read contained the 

whole MNR in high quality. The two Illumina reads in the yellow box agree on the high-quality 

length of the MNR, although the right ends are low quality. However, the left ends agree with the 

consensus sequence and many high quality 454 pyrosequencing reads. The Illumina read in the 

Figure 8: Correcting an MNR in the LDC region at bases 44,305-44,309. The Illumina 
reads are all high quality and in agreement. The consensus sequence was corrected to have two 
more T’s.
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magenta box also agrees on the length of the monoT run, but is low quality on the left end. The 

high-quality right end is in agreement with the consensus and many other reads downstream. The 

454 pyrosequencing reads are low-quality and have errors in this region, but generally agree on 

the length of the MNR. Therefore, although in a LDC region, the length of the MNR is likely to 

be correct. 

 The region between bases 26,038-26,059 has very low quality and low coverage with 

only three reads present (Figure 10). Consed marked this region as repetitious and thus it is likely 

derived from a transposable element, so PCR primers cannot be ordered. 

Gap Resolution 

 At this point in the analysis, the gap from the initial report was no longer present. 

However, there was an LDC region with very low quality from bases 91,106-91,120 (Figure 11). 

Figure 9: Low coverage MNR at bases 21,879-21,908. Illumina reads in the yellow box agree 
in high-quality length of the MNR and agree upstream of the MNR. The Illumina read in the 
magenta box also agrees on the length of the MNR and shows high-quality agreement 
downstream of the monoT run.
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Since the gap was reported as approximately 20 bp long, this region could have been the gap. 

When the Illumina reads were torn and realigned (see Figure 5), the gap may have closed, but the 

Figure 11: Unresolved LDC region. The region in the yellow box (bases 91,106-91,120) has 
low consensus quality and coverage. Surrounding reads are also low quality, so further 
sequencing is necessary.

Figure 10: LDC (bases 26,038-26,059) within a repeat. Consed identified this larger region as 
a repeat; unique PCR primers cannot be ordered since the repeat is likely a transposable 
element, with other copies in the genome.
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region remained very low quality. No reads within this region are high quality and the sequences 

flanking the region did not match, so a consensus could not be determined and further 

sequencing is needed. 

 The default primer picking procedure in Consed was used to generate a list of PCR 

primer pairs, displayed in Table 1, to allow sequencing across this region. The best primer pairs 

have melting temperatures within one degree Celsius, are less than under 1000 bp apart, and 

proximity to the region of interest. Selecting two primer pairs ensures twice as much coverage. 

Four-fold coverage can be obtained when both forward primers can be successfully paired with 

both reverse primers. For this reason, primer pairs 1 and 11 were chosen, implicitly also selecting 

primer pairs 3 and 5. 

Conclusions 

 Region DFIC7492003 is not completely finished. There is one low coverage MNR region 

that requires a PCR fragment for additional sequencing. A low coverage repetitious region is also 

low-quality in the consensus sequence and is likely part of a transposable element; here PCR 

Table 1: PCR primer selection for bases 21,879-21,908. Primer pairs highlighted in the same 
color are the same or essentially the same primer (e.g. the reverse primers for pairs 1 and 2 
cover almost the exact same region). Pairs 1 and 11 were selected to generate a fragment for 
sequencing.
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primers were not ordered. The final Assembly View is shown in Figure 12. While the contig 

appears mostly unchanged, all MNRs associated with HQDs and LDC regions were resolved. 

The only low consensus quality region remaining is the low coverage repetitious region. All 

changes made to the consensus sequence are listed in Table 2. This contig will not be ready for 

annotation until additional sequencing is completed. 
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Figure 12: Final assembly view of DFIC7492003.
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HQD MNRs
Region Examined Change Made Source of Data
961-72 Added a T Illumina reads
1871-85 Added an A Illumina reads
4390-9 Added an A Illumina reads
7145-55 Added an A Illumina reads
8553-63 Added an A Illumina reads
10823-33 Added a T Illumina reads
13072-80 Added an A Illumina reads
17533-43 Added a T Illumina reads
17900-20 Added two A’s Illumina reads
19321-38 Added three A’s Illumina reads
21822-9 Added an A Illumina reads
26862-70 Added an A Illumina reads
28385-94 Added an A Illumina reads
31179-87 Added a T Illumina reads
34591-601 Added an A Illumina reads
38628-44 Tore and realigned Illumina reads
39765-74 Added an A Illumina reads
39795-803 Added a T Illumina reads
41081-90 Added a T Illumina reads
51226-39 Added an A Illumina reads
51311-20 Added an A Illumina reads
53244-52 Added an A Illumina reads
55417-25 Added an A Illumina reads
65434-45 Added a T Illumina reads
70353-62 Added an A Illumina reads
74855-62 Added a T Illumina reads
76330-420 Tore and realigned Illumina reads
77661-70 Added a T Illumina reads
79056-64 Added a T Illumina reads
82328-37 Added a T Illumina reads
82937-42 Added an A Illumina reads
83064-72 Added a T Illumina reads
85595-601 Added a T Illumina reads
86444-53 Added an A Illumina reads
91179-88 Added a T Illumina reads
96205-14 Added a T Illumina reads

LDC MNRs

Region 
Examined

Change Made Source of 
Data

44301-44312 Added two T’s Illumina reads
50741-50750 Added a T Illumina reads
51424-51431 Added a T Illumina reads
91107-91118 PCR primers 

ordered
Low coverage

Table 2: Summary of all MNR changes.


